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Elementary spelling bees are governed by the various AACS state affiliates.  Check with your state office for elementary 

competition rules.  In an effort to assist states, AACS has provided this study list.  Students should study the words on the study 

list.  They should be familiar with words used in their history, science, and spelling textbooks. Words used in the competition 

have been selected from the study list, from student textbooks, and from the dictionary.   

decade   believable  century   inspector  receipt 

incriminate  refugee   omnivorous  condolences  canary 

interstate  centennial  mischievous  deceit   galaxy 

burrito   foreign   moccasins  pepperoni  leisure 

simile   discern   predicate  ventilate  aquatic 

autumn   gingham  quitter   clearance  necessary 

governor  conscious  arena   equipped  counterfeit 

measure  confidence  prosecute  kindergarten  exhibition 

gymnasium  binoculars  hydrant   missionary  dynamite 

nowhere  corporation  poisonous  unanimous  captain 

alcohol   safari   sequin   guitar   elixir 

asthma   courageous  telephone  crucial   miraculous 

antecedent  embarrassment  repetition  celebration  emphasized 

lilac   mosque   monsoon  dachshund  paprika 

vegetable  restaurant  macaroni  requisition  cocoa 

competition  neutrality  badminton  canoeing  skiing 

cockatoo  furlough  daffodil   mongrel  fickle 

churchgoers  diagnosis  limousine  memorabilia  debris 

unchangeable  agriculture  combine  expertise  wheelbarrow 

threshold  tithe   worrisome  cashew   chipotle 

enthusiastic  despondent  conceited  reliable   emotional 

humility  characteristic  trustworthy  optimistic  disorganized 

jaguar   automaton  asterisk   chronology  etymology 

mustache  align   collage   calorie   gourmet 

physician  pneumonia  encyclopedia  souvenir  camouflage 

phenomenon   apostrophe  monotonous  amphibious  spaghetti 

vacuum   chandelier  gauge   refrigerator  faucet 

commemorate  ascension  technician  curriculum  intermittent  

theocracy  obsession  cannery   strengthen  atheist 

epidermis  episode   innocent  perilous  haughty 

procrastinate  oblivious  tourist   appreciation  carburetor 

telescopic  shrubbery  succession  marvelous  circular 

posthumous  egotism   criticism  heroism  Communism 

infuriate  medicinal  cataract  immeasurable  incorporate 

assistant  postgraduate  reign   aisle   haiku 

Lucifer   monopoly  rhythm   capable   portable 

suspicious  severity   disturbance  acceptance  depreciate 

congratulate  reassure  grateful   ingrate   rebuild 
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excellence  cosmopolitan  paisley   interrupt  metallic 

diadem   vertebra  excessive  religious  flavorless 

alien   survivor  surrender  fertilize   consistent 

archaeology  tambourine  incapacitate  periphery  hydraulic 

chauffeur  antemeridian  pavilion   prerequisites  epitome 

belligerent  millennial  feldsher  protégé   rendezvous 

bromeliad  pasteurize  perestroika  hollandaise  shriek 

karaoke   hippopotamus  spectator  archipelago  maraschino 

 

 

 


